
B I N G O

 inside  saving  they  opened  smile

 telling  slipped  became  listen  street

 saved  which
Free

Space!  went  rolled

 very  does  follow  woke  believe

 saw  I'll  liked  rows  beneath
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 believe  doesn't  became  woke  beneath

 they  saved  went  rolled  liked

 inside  opened
Free

Space!  does  saving

 which  follow  rows  I'll  listen

 smile  telling  slipped  street  saw
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B I N G O

 I'll  which  beneath  rows  rolled

 became  listen  opened  they  very

 believe  street
Free

Space!  telling  saw

 saved  smile  went  follow  woke

 liked  inside  doesn't  saving  slipped
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 inside  saw  beneath  I'll  very

 which  follow  slipped  rows  opened

 went  doesn't
Free

Space!  street  woke

 believe  liked  rolled  they  telling

 smile  became  does  saving  listen
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B I N G O

 they  does  street  rolled  rows

 which  opened  telling  beneath  doesn't

 slipped  smile
Free

Space!  saw  went

 inside  believe  woke  I'll  saved

 became  saving  listen  liked  follow
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B I N G O

 opened  does  telling  which  they

 saw  inside  believe  woke  rolled

 liked  saving
Free

Space!  saved  I'll

 doesn't  listen  smile  very  follow

 street  rows  beneath  went  became
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B I N G O

 slipped  inside  liked  I'll  rows

 rolled  they  telling  street  woke

 very  listen
Free

Space!  opened  believe

 saving  saw  saved  went  beneath

 doesn't  does  which  became  smile
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B I N G O

 street  saw  believe  went  liked

 I'll  rolled  follow  opened  saved

 listen  rows
Free

Space!  saving  inside

 which  woke  smile  beneath  very

 telling  became  doesn't  they  slipped
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B I N G O

 rows  believe  follow  very  smile

 does  became  beneath  doesn't  I'll

 telling  saved
Free

Space!  liked  saw

 street  rolled  inside  opened  they

 woke  listen  slipped  which  saving
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B I N G O

 beneath  follow  saving  doesn't  I'll

 inside  they  believe  telling  opened

 which  went
Free

Space!  saved  very

 saw  liked  woke  became  slipped

 smile  rows  rolled  does  street
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